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LETTER FROM THE CO
Dear Resolute Family & Fans,
Thanks for your patience and support on the home-front and helping us to support
our nation over the last two months. With each rising day, the crew performed
exceptionally and our preparedness was tested in the face of high-paced operations.
Pivoting from successful Counter Drug missions, Resolute assumed tasking for a
more humanitarian mission as the Caribbean continued to experience an increase in
human migration flow due to the regional instability, political unrest, and violence in
Haiti. The Coast Guard refers to this statutory mission as Alien Migration
Interdiction Operations or AMIO. Last December, Resolute interdicted 110 Haitian
migrants on a 40-foot boat attempting to illegally enter Bahamian territory. On
September 22, Resolute conducted the largest single-unit Haitian interdiction at sea
in many years, embarking 183 persons including 17 children and infants from a
grossly overloaded 55-foot sail-freighter. AMIO is a difficult mission; it’s physically,
mentally and emotionally demanding. I am extremely proud of the leadership,
seamanship and tenacity demonstrated by our crew to get the job done despite
challenging conditions. Resolute’s overt presence raised maritime-domain awareness
and our interdiction capabilities and execution of duties were paramount in
addressing the recent (and ongoing) migration surge. The Coast Guard has a storied
history of humanitarian actions that serve to save lives at sea, as well as to protect
our borders from unlawful entry. Once aboard our cutter, all persons received food,
water, shelter and basic medical attention until they were safely returned.
I want to personally thank you again for your support. We could not accomplish the
mission without you. We are glad to be home and we have much to be grateful for!
Throwback Fact: The early 1990’s, Operational Able Manner--from January 1993
to November 1994 illustrated the extreme magnitude of mass migration. The Coast
Guard served as lead agency and on-scene commander with seventeen cutters, nine
aircraft, and five U.S. Navy vessels operating off the Haitian coast. Ship’s
intercepted 25,177 individual migrants fleeing Haiti, and as many as 3,247 Haitians
in a single day.
Very Respectfully,
Commander Justin Vanden Heuvel
USCGC RESOLUTE (WMEC 620)
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The Chief’s MESSage
Greetings families, friends, and shipmates! As another patrol nears the
end, the Chief’s Mess would like to take this opportunity to thank
RESOLUTE’s families and friends. Your continued sacrifices and support
allows us to successfully complete our missions- thank you! Between the
COVID-19 pandemic, and an ever-changing mission, this has been one of
the most challenging patrols the ship and crew have endured. Despite a
busy patrol, the crew was able to enjoy some well-deserved rest and
relaxation as RESOLUTE received its first traditional port call in nearly
two years. The crew had a wonderful time sightseeing and enjoying the
local culture in Puerto Rico and Key West. Even though we were not
allowed to leave the pier in GTMO, we did make the most of the situation
by having a cook out and a corn-hole tournament. The morale committee
had pizza and McDonalds delivered to the ship… who would have thought
that french fries would been such a big hit! It was not all fun and games
though, as RESOLUTE did have an extremely successful patrol. Our
pursuit boat crew and law enforcement teams interdicted a small boat or
as we call it, a “go fast”, seizing 279 kilos of cocaine worth approximately
11.5 million dollars. Additionally, RESOLUTE intercepted a 55-foot
Haitian sailing vessel with 183 people on-board. This type of situation is
considered a safety of life at sea concern; all 183 people were transferred
to the ship where they received food, water, and medical treatment. After
receiving an additional 77 migrants from another Coast Guard cutter,
RESOLUTE had a total 260 people, all of whom were safely repatriated to
Haiti. Whether it was a drug bust, a migrant interdiction, or simply
standing the watch, the crew’s professionalism and dedication to the
mission were truly exceptional. As we head home and spend time relaxing
with family, friends, and loved ones, the Chief’s mess wants to thank the
crew for a great patrol.
EMCS Hutchinson, MKC Brewer, BMC Cleversey, YNC Lim,
BMC Luffman, CSC Martinez, & MKC Robinson
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FLIGHT OPS
During the first week and
last week of patrol,
RESOLUTE conducted over
80 shipboard-helicopter
evolutions with Air Station
Miami. This included
numerous touch-and-go
landings, night vision goggle
training, Helicopter InFlight Refuel (HIFR), and
emergency drills. These
evolutions conducted by
Miami’s HH-65 Dolphin
helicopters led to the
qualification of 2 new
Landings Signals Officers
(LSO) and 5 new tie-downs!
Shipboard helicopter
operations are always allhands evolutions, as
members are performing
fueling, damage control
readiness and flight follower
duties.
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ALL HANDS TO QUARTERS!
RES celebrated the many
accomplishments of the
crew a several Quarters this
patrol. As usual, the
performance of the crew has
been outstanding as they
continue to exceed all
expectations. A few of the
items awarded this patrol
include:
-Good Conduct Awards
-Sea Service Awards
-EMC Hutchinson’s
advancement to EMCS
-USCG Dining Facility of the
Year Award
-Meritorious Team
Commendations
-Temporary Cutterman
-Departure of SN Snodgrass
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DRUG INTERDICTIONS
One of the most challenging
yet rewarding missions RES
conducts while on patrol is
Counter Drug operations.
This patrol, RES interdicted
a vessel suspected of
smuggling 279.5 kilograms
of cocaine valued at over
$11.5 million. Additionally,
RES received other
suspected smugglers from
interdictions made by the
USCGC TAMPA
(Portsmouth, VA). RES was
responsible for the safe
transfer of these detainees
to federal partners for case
disposition in the United
States. Pictured is CGC
TAMPA and CGC RICHARD
ETHERIDGE (Miami, FL).
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OVERT PRESENCE IN HAITI
In order to deter dangerous
migrant voyages departing
Haiti, RES overtly patrolled
known transit zones off the
Haitian Coast. The tactics
used in these operations are
implemented to discourage
migrants on unseaworthy
vessels attempting to enter
the United States illegally.
RES, boasting a brightly
painted Coast Guard racing
stripe, provided weeks of
coverage for this mission to
mitigate Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS) concerns. These
operations also provide
intelligence on emerging
migration patterns in the
region.
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HAITIAN MIGRANT INTERDICTION
While on routine patrol off the
coast of Haiti, RES was alerted
to a large Haitian sail freighter
overloaded with people. Once
on scene, RES identified the
vessel to be a Haitian migrant
vessel destined for the United
States. Due to significant
safety concerns such as lack of
life jackets, RES embarked 183
migrants (including 14
children and 3 infants) onto
the cutter where they all
received food, water, shelter,
and medical attention. After
the interdiction, ME1 Wooley
said, “The migrant interdiction
mission is always unique;
while these people are
attempting to escape the poor
living conditions in Haiti, their
unsafe voyages risk the lives of
innocent people, including
children. It is unfortunate to
see, but it makes us feel good
knowing that we potentially
saved 183 people from
capsizing and drowning at
sea.”
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MIGRANT REPATRIATION
After the interdiction of 183
Haitian migrants,
RESOLUTE received an
additional 77 migrants from
another Coast Guard cutter.
In total, RES cared for 260
migrants before repatriating
them all to Haitian
authorities. This was the
Coast Guard’s largest singleunit repatriation operation
in recent years. In just under
6 hours, RES’s small boats
completed 78 consecutive
trips to ferry all 260
migrants and their personal
belongings back to shore.
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RESCUE SWIMMER TRAINING
While patrolling the coast of
Haiti, RES conducted Cutter
Surface Swimmer training
to meet recertification
timelines and to ensure the
crew’s readiness in the event
of a person in the water. In
the case of Search and
Rescue or a man overboard,
shipboard-deployed rescue
swimmers are an effective
way to render rapid
assistance. During training,
the swimmers practiced
hand signals, rescue
techniques, and water-toship medical transport
methods to prepare for any
emergency the crew might
encounter while underway.
This is just another example
of RESOLUTE’s crew
remaining “ALWAYS
READY”!
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GUNNERY EXERCISE
GM1 Jordan led the RES
crew through dynamic
weapons systems training,
including the firing of the
MK-38 “Big Gun” and the
.50 caliber guns from the
bridge wing. In total, RES
fired more than 1,800
rounds at a foam target
ranging from 100 yards to
1,500 yards away. A
required military skill, firing
the cutter’s weapons
systems builds proficiency
for the crew and also serves
as a bit of a morale event as
everyone enjoys a gunnery
exercise (GUNNEX).
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CHICKEN WING EATING CONTEST
Seven brave souls tested
their luck in RESOLUTE’s
first-ever chicken wing
eating contest. CSC
Martinez and the galley staff
prepared massive plates of
spicy chipotle-pepper wings
for the contestants to eat as
fast as they could. YNC Lim
came dressed appropriately
in his Saturday-best wingeating attire, wearing a
sleeveless Tyvek suit decked
out with patches.
Unfortunately, his shirt
game was no match for the
fireball spitting rookie, FN
Massey. Massey inhaled all
12 hot wings in under 5
minutes and claimed his
prize of a $25 gift card from
the Chief’s Mess. After a
long stretch of operations,
this was a great way to
spend the weekend!
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MORALE PIZZA NIGHTS

As a morale event, the galley
staff decided to let different
departments cook dinner
for the weekly “Pizza and
Wings Night” each
Saturday. Operations
Department, the Chief’s
Mess, and the First Class
Mess all pitched in give the
Galley Staff a well-deserved
break in cooking and made
delicious pizza, chicken
wings, and sides.
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BIRD WATCHING
Of the many joys of being
out at sea, the interesting
wildlife has to be one of the
most unique. While
patrolling the waters of the
Caribbean Sea, birds can be
spotted as far offshore as 30
nautical miles. Often, they
will fly over to the cutter to
hunt for small fish in our
wake or to perch atop our
masts. All sizes of birds,
from large egrets to small
swallows are commonly
encountered on patrol in the
Caribbean.
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CO’s MOVIE REVIEW
CRIMSON TIDE
Synopsis: Denzel Washington (LCDR Hunter) & Gene
Hackman (CAPT Ramsey) duel in a masterclass for the ages.
On one level Crimson Tide is an action movie, taunt as a
stretched hawser, and delivering all the necessary pleasures of
an overdue ice cream social. But hundreds of fathoms below
the surface, the 1995 thriller provides us a deeper glimpse into
a world of fear and pride, of the bizarre new personalities men
bear under the pressure of nuclear competition. The ultimate
question that Crimson Tide begs of its viewer is worked out
through the relationship between politics and sea power- Is war
totally evil? What agonies must a man, and in this case, two
men of action- endure under the premise of an “unqualified
belief in a unified chain of command.” Lastly, how shall a crew
preserve faith in their leaders in the throes of mutiny (and
baffling 1MC announcements). This classic “must watch” is a
ranking sea-story of the highest order. The dramatic treatment
of moral courage and leadership never gives way to the
predictable, if not unapologetic plot. If the circumstances of the
case admit, you need to watch this movie with ample time and
with due regard to the observations of good seamanship.
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XO’s REFLECTIONS ON HISTORY
We have all been there…blankly starring at our computer screens waiting for that
ONE email to come through… A response to an important question; finalizing
essential plans for the inport; or even just the “Goodnight; Have a great day”
note. And how about the “delayed response?” Maintaining constant, consistent,
and accurate communications during a deployment can be extremely
challenging, but it is worth considering just how far communication has come
over the years. Please join me for quick look at how communications have
changed throughout history:
Prehistoric Era: Fires, Beacons, Smoke Signals, Communication Drums,
Horns: Obviously, prehistoric communication was very limited. Smoke signals were
likely the first form of visual communication, first used along the Great Wall of China.
The Greek historian Polybius created a smoke signal system that represented each of
the letters of the alphabet to make for more effective communication over a great
distance, including from ships at sea. The messages had to be simple and widely
understood in order to be properly conveyed, which limited the amount of
communication that could take place. As RESOLUTE’s Safety Officer, I could not
imagine 60+ crewmembers out on the weather decks waving torches to send news to
loved ones…
5th Century B.C.: Pigeon Post: As their name would suggest, homing pigeons are
known for their innate ability to return to their nest even if taken a long distance away.
Because of this, people began to attach messages to homing pigeons as a means of
communication. This is all well in good if a pigeon would actually return from (or
successfully make) a 1000+ mile trip…Imagine trying to make holiday plans this way!
490 B.C.: Heliographs (Shield Signals): A heliograph used the sun in order to
communicate. Surfaces such as mirrors and shields were used to reflect light to
communicate military movements and ship intentions. This was a difficult form of
communication due to the fact that it was reliant on good weather and daylight. While
it was possible to use heliographs in less ideal weather and even at night, it would limit
the distance that communication would be possible. No thanks, left my shield at home..
15th Century A.D.: Maritime Flag Semaphore: Since it was difficult to
communicate between ships or between a ship and land, flag signals were created, with
each position meaning a different letter or signal. Light flashes in Morse code were also
used. To this day, flag and light signals are still in use. Again… not real conducive to
spelling out “I love you,” from across an ocean.
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15th Century A.D.: Maritime Flag Semaphore: Since it was difficult to communicate
between ships or between a ship and land, flag signals were created, with each position
meaning a different letter or signal. To this day, flag signals are still in use. Again… not real
conducive to spelling out “I love you,” from across an ocean.
1838: The Electrical Telegraph: Samuel Morse and his friends made an attempt to
record using a telegraph and soon discovered that communication could be achieved
between two telegraphs by holding and pressing a button in a series of intervals. In order to
make communication effective and worthwhile, Morse developed his own code, known
today as Morse code. From here, marine communication developed. Renowned physicist
and mathematician, James Clerk Maxwell, discovered that sound waves could be converted
to radio waves and then back again. Ships could record a message, send it across a wide
distance as a radio wave and have it decoded on the other end. By the beginning of the 20th
century, the Royal Navy began to use equipment that enabled this form of communication.
1979: INMARSAT Ship-to-Shore Satellite Communications: Since satellite use had
been made permissible in 1962, it allowed for safe ship-to-shore communication for seamen
and ship passengers who happened to need to communicate with someone on land.
1983: Internet: The Internet officially came into existence on Jan. 1, 1983. While
ARPANET had made it possible to transmit data between multiple computers on the same
network, switching from its previous network protocols to Internet Protocol (IP) allowed
for researchers to assemble a "network of networks" to compile what we now know as
today's Internet. When it’s working underway, life is good. When RESOLUTE is on a “bad
course,” the email delays will commence!
2003: VoIP Internet Telephone: OUR FAVORITE! VoIP, or Voice Over Internet
Protocol is how you on shore are receiving a call from your loved one underway is a
“relatively recent” technology that has made calling over long distances affordable for
almost everyone in the world.
Alright I get it… Everything is relative to the times. So maybe those ashore in the early days
of shipping kept on without the expectation of hearing for months, even years and longer,
from sailors at sea. Regardless, deployments of any length away from loved ones are
challenging. It is good, however, to stop and keep perspective and be thankful for the means
available to us that keep us connected!
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8 BELLS POEM
The Cutterman’s Allure
By: OS1 Heinze
As the winds howl
And the seas crash
As the rain pours
And the thunder claps
Eight Bells ring out
And fight back the storm
The High Seas beckon
A siren song of men
Where no man will go
That’s the Cutterman’s call
A life on the ocean
Heart owned by the sea
The green flash at dusk
That’s the Cutterman’s dream
Bathing by squall
Sleeping by swell
As the day’s light goes out
We’re still ready for the call
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NAUTICAL HISTORY
On board Coast Guard Cutter RESOLUTE, the one of the crew’s
responsibilities is preserving and maintaining the ship’s function
and appearance. This is just one facet of a multi-talented work
force. The Prep, Prime and Paint process, affectionately known as
“PPP,” can be lengthy and tedious especially while at sea.
However difficult, this essential maintenance ensures
preservation of the ship’s exterior and greatly increases its service
life. Interestingly enough, most ships at sea have red hulls. Why,
might you ask? The simple answer goes back to wooden ships; in
the 18th century, sailors used a compound of cooper paint to
protect the wooden hull structure from wood-eating barnacles,
which gave the appearance of a red hull. In modern times, ships
hulls are painted with a copper oxide paint, which can be tinted
any color, but due to superstition and tradition they are still
tinted red to this day. The next time you see a ship with a freshly
painted red hull or newly painted mooring bits, know there is a
group of hard working dedicated men and women responsible for
each stroke. They are upholding the tradition and privilege to
preserve our great ship, ensuring care to the ones before and the
after.
(written by BMC Luffman)
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THANKS FOR READING!
WE’LL BE BACK SOON
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